
Erasmus+ Program Report 

The Erasmus+ program provided us with a unique opportunity to explore various cities of 

Germany including Essen, Köln, Dortmund, Düsseldorf and Bonn. Our two weeks journey was 

a blend of cultural immersion, educational experiences and professional development. 

In this report we will highlight the places we visited, our accommodations and of course our 

hands-on experiences on KARMOD GmbH. 

Our program included a valuable opportunity to work at KARMOD. The work here was divided 

based on gender.  

Girls were working in office where we were primarily working on projects using AutoCAD. 

These projects involved creating designs such as living containers layouts, house plans and all 

kinds of architectural views. It was fantastic learning experience we honed our skills in design 

and gained practical knowledge in using AutoCAD. 

Boys were engaging in construction side of the work. They actively participated in building 

process of the living containers. This hands-on experience allowed them to learn about the 

construction industry. 

As I said in beginning it wasn´t just about work but also about learning about new culture. We 

visited: 

Kölner Dom – beautiful gothic cathedral 

Hohenzollern Bridge – Bridge of love, countless padlocks placed by lovers to express their love  

Museum of modern art in Essen, House of the History of the Federal Republic of Germany, 

Villa Hügel in Essen, Botanical gardens in Bonn, Beethoven house and more. 

We were based in Bunk Hostel in Essen during our stay. I must say it was very comfortable and 

perfectly located near main station, making it an excellent hub for our daily explorations. In the 

hostel, the stuff was very friendly, welcoming and always helpful. 

The memories of the places we visited and the experiences we gained at KARMOD will remain 

with us as testament to the success of this Erasmus+ program.  

We would like to express our gratitude to the Erasmus+ program, our mentors, teachers and all 

the organizations and individuals who made this experience possible. It was a life-changing 

opportunity that we are all very thankful for.  

                                                                    Ella Trnovcová 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Villa Hügel - Essen Düsseldorf 

Botanical Garden Bonn Hohenzollern Bridge Kӧlner Dom 

Beethoven House - Bonn Düsseldorf 

 


